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Dear Friends and Colleagues,

In February of 2011, A&B Construction acquired the mid-Atlantic 
homebuilder, Greenleaf Homes. This acquisition gave rise to a  
new subsidiary division that we all know and love: Plynth Homes. 

At Plynth, we believe there is no responsible alternative to doing 
business other than through environmental sustainability. We strive 
to preserve the rich history and traditions of the land, while providing 
healthy living opportunities for our residents. Now and in the future, 
our focus on the environment means looking for ways to restore the 
land to its natural state and preserve sensitive areas of natural  
topography while integrating them into the heart of the community.

We also believe that profit and environmental responsibility will 
increasingly work together as more industries find out that “nature 
works” for both sustainability and the bottom-line. As such, we are 
proud to be a LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) 
certified builder and an EPA Green Power partner. 

When we embarked on the branding process for Plynth Corp, we 
sought to create a visual identity that embraced everything we 
stand for and presented a sleek, understated, cohesive look and 
feel. We wanted to make sure that our branding was current, but  
also presented the company as classic and enduring. 

The pages that follow outline our new visual identity, and we are 
proud to share it with employees and with everyone who interacts 
with Plynth. Through our new logo and color choices to the recycled 
paper and soy-based inks that we use to print, our commitment to 
the community and to the earth stays true.

Be well,

A.J. Hayes-Blye

President 
Plynth Homes Corporation

A Letter From the President
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Plynth’s mission statement is, “to dedicate their united global  
resources towards fulfilling the universal desire for longer, healthier 
lives through innovation in resource conservation, home design, 
 construction, and land development—always using LEED  
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) standards— 
and showing respect for the environment and employees.”

Plynth Homes Corporation desired an identity that would represent 
quality construction and classic values, but also hint at the “green” 
and eco-conscious philosophy on which they were founded. 

The Plynth brand is:

  → understated

  → upscale

  → classic

  → not dated

  → eco-consious

This graphic standards guide contains detailed instructions for  
maintaining and preserving Plynth Homes Corporation’s visual  
identity across a variety of applications and media.

This guide is targeted for use by all Plynth Homes employees in order 
for them to understand and preserve the brand, as well as bring 
consistency to the expression of the brand. Over time, it is this consis-
tency that will strengthen Plynth’s brand and value to the consumer.

Questions about the contents of this guide or about applications 
that are not covered in this guide should be directed to the  
marketing department at Plynth’s corporate headquarters.

mission statement

Brand Vision 

purpose

audience

intent
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Plynth’s visual identity is embodied in its signature mark.

A signature mark is commonly referred to as a “logo;” this is some-
what incorrect, as “logo” is short for “logotype,” which only refers to 
the type treatment. The Plynth signature mark incorporates both a 
graphic element called a “pictorial mark” and a “logotype.” 

Identity Overview

definition

meaning

Homes

pictorial 
mark

logotype

The signature mark for Plynth Homes Corporation includes elements 
that reference both the “classic” and “quality” aspects of the brand. 
The type treatment is stable and grounding, while the old-fashioned 
keyhole mark hints at classicism and endurance. The selection of 
the bright green color is two-fold: it is forward-looking and current, 
but it also conveys the eco-conscious or “green” builder dimension 
of Plynth. The more subdued gray keeps the logo from skewing too 
young or wild by adding a touch of refinement.

signature 
mark
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Correct Signature Usage

The strength of the Plynth Homes visual identity depends on the 
steady application of the mark. It is imperative that the mark be  
applied consistently across all applications.

A minimum blank or “clear” area must be maintained around the 
signature mark.

consistency

clearance zones

“P” is the clearance zone, 
and it is defined as the 
square of the height of  
the word “homes,” to scale.

Homes
P

clear

clear

c
le

a
r

c
le

a
r

P

P

P

sizing Plynth’s signature may be scaled as large as is necessary. There is  
no upper limit to scalling, although discretion must be used when  
scaling to poster size or larger.

When scaling the mark down,  
care must be used to make sure  
that details are not lost. For this  
reason, the mark must not be  
scaled below 5/8 inch. 

Homes

0          ½         1
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Signature Variations

Homes

Homes

black & white There will always be applications  
where a black version of the 
Plynth mark is required. This is 
an acceptable variation to the 
mark. This version of the mark 
should only ever be used over  
a white or very light background. 
It should never be used over a 
dark or busy background.

When the signature mark is  
rendered in black, clearance 
zones,sizing, and all other restric-
tions must still be observed.

There will also be applications 
where the mark must be printed 
over a dark field, such as over 
a dark photo in a print ad. This 
is a case in which the white or 
“reversed out” version should 
be used. 

When the signature mark is 
reversed out, clearance zones, 
sizing, and all other restrictions 
must still be observed.

reversed out
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pictorial mark usage

Homes

The following images illustrate two examples of how the pictorial 
mark may be isolated from the signature and used as a background 
element. When used in this way, the mark must always be colored 
with the Plynth Sky Gray color; no other color may be used. When 
cropping, always crop the keyhole along the vertical midline.

It is generally preferred that the complete signature be used without 
any modification; however the pictorial mark may occasionally be 
separated out for use as a separate graphic element.

Isolated Pictorial Mark Usage

signature
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Plynth Colors

names Plynth uses three official colors. They are nicknamed “Spring” for 
green, “Steel” for dark gray, and “Sky” for light gray. 

Pantone® colors should be used whenever possible in order to stay 
true to the look and feel of Plynth’s visual identity. 

CMYK colors may be used when appropriate, such as making print-
outs on an office copy  machine. RGB values must only be used for 
web applications.

usage

Pantone® 376 U

C=50 M=0 Y=100 K=0 
R=141 G=198 B=63

plynth spring

Pantone® 441 U 

C=6 M=0 Y=7 K=9 
R=217 G=226 B=219

plynth sky

Pantone® 446 U 

C=21 M=0 Y=23 K=75 
R=76 G=90 B=82

plynth steel
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Homes

Incorrect Signature Usage

Do not scale, skew, distort, rotate, crop, or dissect the mark.

misuse

Ho
mes

Homes

Do not rearrange the mark in 
any way.

Do not use the logotype without 
the pictorial mark.

Homes

It is imperative that the visual identity of Plynth Homes be preserved 
for consistency and positioning of the brand. The signature mark 
should never be altered. The following examples illustrate how the 
visual identity can be compromised by tampering with the mark.

distortion

alteration

Do not spread out the elements 
of the mark.

Do not “stylize” the mark, such as 
adding drop shadow or glow.

Homes Homes
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Incorrect Color Usage

Do not change or swap the colors, or use the wrong green or gray.

misuse

Homes Homes

Do not use the color mark on a 
dark field.

Do not use a gradient or pattern 
behind the mark.

Homes Homes

Just as with the physical shape of the logo, the colors of the signa-
ture mark should never be altered. The following examples illustrate 
how the strength and consistency of the mark can be compromised 
by tampering with the color.

color change

application

Do not use the color mark over 
any field that lowers contrast.

Homes
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Business Suite

The “business suite” refers to corporate pre-printed materials. A suite  
consists of business cards, stationary, mailing envelopes, and sticky 
labels. The Plynth letterhead has a unique second page with more 
clearance space for documents that span multiple pages.

definition

samples
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When using official Plynth letterhead, the following margins must  
be observed in order to align with elements on the page.

First Page:

  → Top - 2¾ inch

  → Bottom - 1½ inch 

  → Left - 1¾ inch

  → Right - 1 inch

Letterhead Margins

measurements

All additional Pages:

  → Top - 1¼ inch

  → Bottom - 1½ inch 

  → Left - 1¾ inch

  → Right - 1 inch

sample first page
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Plynth Homes has licensed two font families which should be used on 
all corporate communications. Whenever possible, font color should 
be Plynth Steel. When accent is needed, font color may be Plynth 
Spring. Color may also be black, or white when there is a need to 
reverse it out. Serif and sans-serif may be used interchangably and 
may be mixed depending on the application. 

Regardless of whether a serif or sans-serif font is being used, bulleted 
lists on all corporate communications should be the rightwards  
arrow included in the Minion Pro font family:

  → Bullet Name: Rightwards Arrow

  → Unicode: 2192

  → GID: 1396 

Minion Pro Regular

Minion Pro Italic

Minion Pro Medium

Minion Pro Medium Italic

Minion Pro Semibold

Minion Pro Semibold Italic 

Minion Pro Bold

Minion Pro Bold Italic

Minion Pro Bold Condensed

Minion Pro Bold Condensed Italic

application & color

Serif Font Selection

bullets

serif font family
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Sans-Serif Font Selection

sans-serif font family

Application, usage, and coloring guidelines are the same for serif 
and sans-serif fonts.

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Book

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Book Oblique

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Medium

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Medium Oblique

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Demi

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Demi Oblique

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Bold

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Bold Oblique

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Extra Light Condensed

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Extra Light Condensed Oblique

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Book Condensed

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Book Condensed Oblique

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Medium Condensed

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Medium Condensed Oblique

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Demi Condensed

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Demi Condensed Oblique

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Bold Condensed

ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std Bold Condensed Oblique

application & color
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The following examples illustrate various real world applications of 
the visual identity.

purpose

Corporate Ephemera

samples
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Corporate Ephemera

samples
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Corporate Ephemera

samples
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Plynth Communities

The Plynth visual identity is specific to corporate communications 
and should be applied to all communication with customers,  
employees, and vendors. 

However, for marketing purposes, each Plynth development has its 
own colors, fonts, and logo or signature. These are distinctly different 
from the Plynth brand, and are oriented towards the target demo-
graphic. Despite being different and distinct from each other, there 
is still a connectedness—a visual rhythm—amongst all of the sub 
brands that lets consumers know that they are subtly related.

Examples of the types of materials where the specific community 
branding should be applied include:

  → Marketing sheets

  → Advertisements

  → Postcards or Direct Mailers

  → Brochures

  → Giveaways & Incentives (paint touch-up kits, coffee mugs, etc.)

The community branding should also be considered when creating 
the interior design of the model home or unit, especially when deco-
rating the sales office.

The Plynth Homes signature should still be applied all marketing and 
advertising materials, but in a subordinate heierarchy.

relationship

sample
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Brantwyn Crossing

rockland, delaware Brantwyn Crossing is an age-restricted Plynth Homes Community 
welcoming residents 55 and older.

Pantone® 289 U

C=100 M=64 Y=0 K=60 
R=0 G=43 B=92

Pantone® 491 U 

C=0 M=79 Y=100 K=52 
R=137 G=48 B=1

colors

fonts

logo

The following font families should be used for all marketing and  
promotional materials associated with this community:

  → Optima Family

  → Constania Family
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Catoctin Ridge

waterford, virginia Catoctin Ridge is a luxury Plynth Homes Community with an empha-
sis on equestrian lifestyle.

Pantone® Black 5 U

C=0 M=42 Y=22 K=87 
R=71 G=42 B=43

Pantone® 491 U 

C=0 M=79 Y=100 K=52 
R=137 G=48 B=1

colors

fonts

logo

The following font families should be used for all marketing and  
promotional materials associated with this community:

  → ITC Avant Garde Gothic STD

  → Minion Pro
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Westport Harbor

baltimore, maryland Westport Harbor is a contemporary Plynth Homes Community  
offering urban condominium lifestyle.

Pantone® 195 U 

C=0 M=100 Y=60 K=55 
R=130 G=0 B=36

colors

fonts

logo

The following font families should be used for all marketing and  
promotional materials associated with this community:

  → SF New Republic Family

  → Georgia Family

Pantone® 289 U

C=100 M=64 Y=0 K=60 
R=0 G=43 B=92
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contact All questions or comments regarding the contents of this graphic 
standards guide should be directed to the marketing department 
at Plynth Homes corporate headquarters:

Main 800•635•7500 
Fax  410•635•9500

7800 Wye Oak Way 
Testudo Creek, MD 21776

marketing@plynth.com


